
Notation
Blackboard

A Referential magnetic vector potential
B Referential magnetic induction vector
D Referential dielectric displacement

vector
E Referential electric field vector
H Referential magnetic field vector

J Referential electric current density
vector

M Referential magnetisation vector
P Referential polarisation vector

a Spatial magnetic vector potential
b Spatial magnetic induction vector
d Spatial dielectric displacement vector

e Spatial electric field vector
h Spatial magnetic field vector
i Spatial electric current vector
j Spatial electric current density vector

m Spatial magnetisation vector
p Spatial polarisation vector

Calligraphic

𝒜 Fourth-order mixed elasticity tensor
ℋ Fourth-order referential elastic

(material + geometric) tangent tensor
ℐ Referential fourth-order symmetric

identity tensor
𝒫 Referential isochoric projection tensor
A Control area
B Continuum body
D Continuum domain; Dissipative power
I Control surface discontinuity
J Control line discontinuity
M Magnetic power
P Power

S Free space
V Control volume
W Mechanical power
C n Space of functions with n continuous

derivatives
H n Sobolev space with square integrable

function and n derivatives
L n Sobolev space with square integrable

function𝜕A Edge of control area𝜕B Surface of continuum body𝜕V Surface of control volume𝜕S Far-field surface

Fraktur

L Third-order mixed magnetoelastic
tensor

P Third-order referential magnetoelastic
tensor

Greek

ε Infinitesimal strain tensor
ϵ Permutation tensor (Levi–Civita

symbol)
φ Motion
σ Cauchy stress tensor
Xξ Isoparametric coordinate

Φ Generic vector density
Ψ Referential vector flux field
ψ Spatial vector flux field
α Degree of cure; Angular displacement

(material profile)
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ΓBS
0 Boundary of a solid exposed to the

free space
γ Shear strain
δ Kronecker delta; Phase angle between

stress and strain
ε0 Electric permittivity constant
ϑ Angular displacement (rotor)
κ Chain dispersion parameter
μ0 Magnetic permeability constant
μs Static friction coefficient
Π Potential energy functional
ρ Density

ϱ Electric charge density
τ Shear stress; Characteristic relaxation

time
Φ Magnetic scalar potential
Φ Generic scalar density
Ψ Free energy density function
Ψ Basis/Shape function
Ω Stored energy density function
Ωe Finite element
Ω◻ Isoparametric domain
ω Angular frequency

Italics

K Tangent stiffness matrix
M Mass matrix
d Solution vector

f Right-hand side vector
r Residual vector

Latin

a Acceleration vector
b Body force density vector
C Right Cauchy–Green deformation

tensor
D Second-order magnetic tensor
F Deformation gradient
ei Cartesian basis vector
f Force vector
G Referential structure tensor
g Gravity vector
I Referential second-order symmetric

unit tensor
i Spatial second-order symmetric unit

tensor
L Referential tangent vector
l Spatial tangent vector
M Referential direction of transverse

isotropy; Referential manifold normal
m Moment vector; Spatial manifold

normal
N Referential surface normal
n Spatial surface normal
P Piola stress tensor
S Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
t Traction vector
u Displacement vector

V Referential velocity vector
v Velocity vector
X Referential point
x Spatial point
d Spatial dimension
e Degree of exposure
G Shear storage modulus
G Shear loss modulus
H Sample height/thickness
J Volumetric Jacobian
M Free/Stored energy density function

for magnetic field
n Number of elements in a set;

Polynomial order
p Hydrostatic pressure
q Electric charge
R Sample radius
s Curing shrinkage
T Torque
t Time
U Free energy function for material

deformation and magnetisation
W Stored energy density function for

material deformation and
magnetisation

w Weight
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Miscellaneous

FE_DGM Discontinuous scalar-valued finite
element based on monomials

FE_Q Continuous scalar-valued Lagrange
finite element

Operators

∇0 Differential operator 𝜕𝜕X
∇ Differential operator 𝜕𝜕x
∇ × (∙) Curl
∇ ⋅ (∙) Divergence
∇(∙) Gradient(⋆) Closure of a space{{∙}} Average[[∙]] Jump(̂∙) Surface quantity(∘) Macroscale analogue of a microscale

quantity⟨(∘)⟩ Volume average of a microscale
quantity⌈(∘)⌋ Surface average of a microscale
quantity

(̃∘) Fluctuation field(⬦) Isochoric component of a tensor(̂⬦) Volumetric component of a tensor(⬦)⊗(⬦) Non-standard tensor outer product(⬦)⊗(⬦) Non-standard tensor outer product
δ(∙) Test function; Variation
Δ(∙) Linearisation/Increment
Dt(∙) Material time derivative ̇(∙)
D2
t (∙) Material time second derivative ̈(∙)

dt(∙) Spatial time derivative𝜕t(∙) Partial time derivative 𝜕(∙)𝜕t
Nt(∙) Material nominal time derivative
nt(∙) Spatial nominal time derivative

Scripts

c Chain
e Element; Internal elastic (equilibrium)

variable
elas Elastic
EM Electromagnetic
elec Electric
eq Equilibrium component
ext External
h Discrete
int Internal
m Matrix
mag Magnetisation; Magnetic
max Maxwell
mech Mechanical
neq Non-equilibrium component
pol Polarisation

pon Ponderomotive
q (Numerical) Quadrature
s Shrinkage
T Transpose
t Current (configuration)
tot Total
v Internal dissipative (non-equilibrium)

variable
0 Reference (configuration); Amplitude−1 Inverse∞ Far-field+ One-sided limit from outside− One-sided limit from inside± Periodic pairs◻ Isoparametric; Stationary∗ Prior to Legendre transformation
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Tensor notation

As might be discerned from the nomenclature list, in this book we predominantly
use upper case bold fonts to denote tensors, lower case bold fonts for vectors, and
plain fonts for scalars (or when using indicial notation). Mechanical fields are typi-
cally styled in Roman font face, while magnetic fields in blackboard font face. When
denoting material tangents, fourth-order (rank 4) tensors are styled in calligraphic
fonts, third-order (rank 3) tensors in Fraktur, and second-order (rank 2) tensors in Ro-
man font face. Linear algebra (matrices and vectors) are styled in italicised Roman
font face.

Index notation

For the Einstein (index) notation, all indices represent coefficients of a two- or three-
dimensional Euclidean space with a fixed Cartesian basis; that is, only a flat space is
considered.We represent coefficients referencing the reference configurationbyupper
case characters, while those lying in the current configuration are represented by the
lower case alphabet. Intermediate configurations are indicated on a case-by-case ba-
sis. We will not use the notation of raising and lowering indices to distinguish tensors
and vectors with different metrics (e. g. covariant and contravariant forms).


